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In this paper, we study the online tree node assignment problem, which is a generalization
of the well studied OVSF code assignment problem. Assigned nodes in a complete binary
tree must follow the rule that each leaf-to-root path must contain at most one assigned
node. At times, it is necessary to swap assigned nodes with unassigned nodes in order to
accommodate some new node assignment. The target of this problem is to minimize the
number of swaps in satisfying a sequence of node assignments and releases.
This problem is fundamental, not only to the OVSF code assignment, but also to other
applications, such as buddy memory allocation and hypercube subcube allocation. All the
previous solutions to this problem are based on a sorted and compact configuration by
assigning the nodes linearly and level by level, ignoring the intrinsic tree property in their
assignments.
Our contributions are: (1) give the concept of safe assignment, which is proved to be
unique for any fixed set of node-assignment requests; (2) an 8-competitive algorithm
by holding the safe assignment; and (3) an improved 6-competitive variant of this
algorithm. Our algorithms are simple and easy to implement and our contributions
represent meaningful improvements over recent results.

© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The problem we study in this paper involves the assignment and release of nodes in a complete binary tree when faced
with a sequence of requests for either an assignment of a node at specified level of the tree, or a release of an assigned
node of the tree. The only rule which dictates the assignments/releases is that the tree remains in a legal configuration where
no two assigned nodes lie on a single path from the root to a leaf. Fig. 1 is an example of a legal tree with assigned nodes
darkened and marked as c, d, e, g and i.

The requirement of our problem is to accommodate each request if at all possible and, in order to accommodate a new
request, it might be necessary to swap nodes to “make room” for the new request, where swap means changing the position
of an assigned node with an unassigned node at the same level. For example, in Fig. 1, to accommodate a request for node
assignment at level 2, we could first change the assignment by swapping node c with node f and then satisfy the request
with the assignment of node a at level 2. Alternatively, we could swap node g and node b and then assign node j at level
2 to satisfy the request. Since each swap represents processing overhead, we have the optimization objective of designing
algorithms to solve this tree assignment problem so as to minimize the number of swaps.
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Fig. 1. Example of legal configuration, solid circles are assigned nodes.

Table 1
Application-specific problems and how the node and the swap are interpreted.

Problem Node at level l Swap

OVSF code assignment Code of frequency bandwidth 2l Code reassignment
Buddy memory allocation Memory block of size 2l Memory reallocation
Hypercube subcube allocation Subcube of 2l processors Subcube migration

As it turns out, a solution to our problem, given its fundamental formulation, can be used to solve a variety of
application-specific problems including the Orthogonal Variable Spreading Factor (OVSF) code assignment problem [2,4,8,
11,14], the buddy memory allocation problem [1,6,12,13] and the hypercube subcube allocation problem [7]. The main
difference between these problems is how the node at level l and the swap operation are interpreted (see Table 1).

As with other scheduling-type problems, there naturally arises an off-line and an online version of this problem. In the
off-line version, the sequence of requests is made known to the algorithm at the outset, whereas in the online version,
the algorithm must process each request without the benefit of any information about future requests. The off-line version
of the tree node assignment problem is NP-hard [9], so the approach is to produce a good heuristic algorithm, whose
performance is measured by the ratio of the cost of the heuristic algorithm to the cost of an optimal off-line algorithm. The
ratio in case of the online problem (the off-line problem) is called the competitive ratio (approximation ratio).

There is a variety of ways to define the cost of an algorithm. For example, cost could simply be the total number
of assignments and swaps done by the algorithm, with zero cost for each node release. This cost definition is justified
since, for most applications, it is expensive to set up a node assignment while there is little cost associated with a node
release (e.g. terminating communications, freeing some memory, or releasing the hypercube subcube for another task) and
a swap can be considered equivalent to a node assignment plus a node release. In the actual application, higher level node
assignment/swap for buddy memory allocation and hypercube subcube allocation might be more costly because larger size
of the memory blocks and subcube are involved. However, a uniform cost for each level node assignment/swap is justified
if the data transfer cost is considered to be negligible when compared with the high setup cost.

In this paper, we focus on the online problem and we define cost to be the total number of assignments and swaps done
by the algorithm. For the online problem, Erlebach et al. [8] gave an O (h)-competitive algorithm, where h is the height of
the tree, and proved a general lower bound on the competitive ratio of at least 1.5. With resource augmentation in the form
of using a bigger tree, it is possible to have constant-competitive algorithms. Erlebach et al. [8] first gave a 4-competitive
algorithm with two trees, Chin et al. [5] gave a 5-competitive algorithm with 9/8 trees. By balancing the performance
ratio and resource augmentation, Chan et al. [3] gave a 2-competitive algorithm with 3h/8 + 2 trees; a 8/3-competitive
algorithm with 11/4 trees; and a general (4/3 + α)-competitive algorithm with (11/4 + 4/(3α)) trees, for any 0 < α � 4/3.
Without resource augmentation, Forisek et al. [10] first gave a constant-competitive algorithm, but without deriving the
exact value of the constant. According to their scheme, each node release may still cost O (h) swaps, but with constant
value potential defined on some nodes, a constant-competitive algorithm could be achieved. A 10-competitive algorithm [4]
was also derived based on a lazy approach to group assigned nodes at some consecutive levels together. Miyazaki and
Okamoto [14] introduced a 7-competitive algorithm and proved a lower bound of 2 on the competitive ratio.

All of the previous work has been based on a sorted and compact legal configuration, where all assigned nodes are
sorted according to their levels in non-decreasing order from left to right in the tree and are pushed to the left as much as
possible. In these methods, nodes are “packed” level by level, ignoring the intrinsic tree property in their assignments. By
studying properties for a “good” legal configuration, one of our main contributions is to define a novel configuration, called
dense configurations (to be defined in Section 2) which is not only a generalization of the sorted and compact configuration,
but can fully utilize the capacity of the tree and allow new requests to be served easily. In fact, the sorted and compact
configuration is one of two extreme cases of the dense configurations that require swaps in order to maintain the “dense”
property. In this paper, we define a safe configuration, which is dense and easy to maintain, and does not have the problem
of high cost in the sorted and compact configuration.
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We give a simple algorithm (Section 3) in which, for each node assignment or release, we maintain a safe configu-
ration with cost of at most 4. Thus, an 8-competitive algorithm can be achieved. After studying the worst case for the
8-competitive algorithm, we adopt a lazy-release approach, i.e. doing nothing for node releases until necessary, and this
gives a 6-competitive scheme, which is the current best algorithm for the tree node assignment problem (Section 4).

2. Preliminaries

Consider any complete binary tree T . Let σ be its root and h be its height. T has 2h leaves and σ is at level h. We
assume that T is ordered and the nodes at a particular level are ordered from left to right. For any node u, let T (u) be the
subtree of T rooted at u, and lv(u) be the level of u. For any level l > lv(u), let ancl(u) denote the level-l ancestor of u.
Given any pair of nodes u, v that does not have any ancestor/descendant relationship, we say that u is to the left (right) of
v if u’s leaf descendants are to the left (right) of v ’s. For example, in Fig. 1, lv(c) = 0, anc2(c) = a, the node f is to the
right of b, and is to the left of i.

An assignment of T is the set of all assigned nodes in T . Throughout this paper, we will only consider assignments with
legal configurations, i.e., no two assigned nodes lie on a single path from the root to a leaf. Each assigned node at level
l would then “capture” a distinct set of 2l leaves, which are its descendants. This motivates us to define the demand of a
level-l node-assignment request to be 2l . We have the following fact.

Fact 1. If the total demand of a set of node-assignment requests is more than 2h , then no assignment can satisfy all these
requests.

We say that node u is free with respect to an assignment A if none of its descendants and ancestors (including itself)
are assigned nodes in A. For any set of nodes U , the free capacity fc(U ) of U is defined to be the number of free leaf-
descendants of nodes in U . We say that a level l is dense with respect to A if there is no free level-l node to the left of
an assigned level-l node in A. We say that A is dense if all levels of T are dense with respect to A. The following lemma
reveals a good property about dense assignments. In its proof, we use Left(u) to denote all the level-lv(u) nodes to the left
of u.

Lemma 1. Suppose assignment A is dense. Consider any level l, let u0, u1, . . . , um be the sequence of nodes (from left to right) at this
level. Then, for any 0 � i � m, if there is no free node in {u0, u1, . . . , ui}, then fc({u0, u1, . . . , ui}) < 2l .

Proof. We prove by induction on the level l. The lemma is obviously true for l = 0. Assume that the lemma is true for levels
0,1,2, . . . , l − 1, and we consider the nodes u0, u1, . . . , um at level l. Suppose that there is no free node in {u0, u1, . . . , ui}.
By definition, these nodes are assigned or have assigned ancestors or assigned descendants. If all of them are assigned or
have assigned ancestors, then fc({u0, u1, . . . , ui}) = 0 (because if a node x has an assigned ancestor, then fc({x}) = 0).
Otherwise, let w be the rightmost assigned node among the descendants of the nodes in {u0, u1, . . . , ui}. Let R be the set
of nodes in {u0, u1, . . . , ui} that are to the right of the level-l ancestor ancl(w) of w . Then,

fc
({u0, u1, . . . , ui}

) = fc
(
Left

(
ancl(w)

)) + fc
({
ancl(w)

}) + fc(R). (1)

By the choice of w , every node in R does not have any assigned descendant and thus is an assigned node or has an assigned
ancestor; it follows that fc(R) = 0. Note that fc(Left(ancl(w))) � fc(Left(w)) and since A is dense and w is assigned,
there is no free node in Left(w); by the induction hypothesis, we conclude that fc(Left(w)) < 2lv(w) . Since ancl(w) has at
least one level lv(w) assigned descendent (namely w), we have fc({ancl(w)}) � 2l − 2lv(w) . Substituting these bounds in
(1), the lemma follows. �

Lemma 1 asserts that in a dense assignment, if we cannot find any free node at level l, then fc({u0, u1, . . . , um}) =
fc({σ }) < 2l , and the total demand of the node-assignment requests served by A is greater than 2h − 2l; together with
Fact 1, we conclude that it is not possible to serve any level-l request. This is somewhat surprising because all previous
algorithms need to maintain a more demanding global property (such as sorted and compact) to ensure full utilization of
the tree capacity.

There is a simple algorithm to maintain dense assignments: to serve a level-l node-assignment request, we simply
assign the leftmost free level-l node. However, this simple algorithm may not be competitive. The main difficulty comes
from node releases. We identify two specific problems in Fig. 2(a) and (b). The sorted and compact configuration has the
problem shown in the configuration in Fig. 2(b), which requires O (h) swaps in the worst case for maintaining the dense
property when node u is released. If the nodes are sorted in the other direction, i.e., with the levels sorted in non-increasing
order, the case given in Fig. 2(a) arises when node u is released, where O (n) swaps might be needed. Below, we define a
configuration where the nodes are not sorted so that only a constant number of swaps are required.
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Fig. 2. Many swaps for maintaining denseness after a release.

Fig. 3. No more than one safe assignment.

We first give some definitions to identify the two problematic configurations given in Fig. 2.

• For any two assigned nodes u and v , we say that v is a tail of u if (i) lv(u) > lv(v) and (ii) u is to the left of v . We
call the leftmost tail of u its first tail, the following tail to its right (if exists) its second tail, and so on. In Fig. 2(a), u
has three tails a,b and c.

• For any node x at level l, we say that T (x) is a meager l-tree if x has exactly one assigned descendant (and this implies
that x must not be assigned). Fig. 2(b) shows four meager trees, namely T (a), T (b), T (c), and T (d).

We say that a node u is safe if (i) u has at most one tail, and (ii) there is no meager lv(u)-tree to its left. We say that an
assignment A is safe if A is dense and all its assigned nodes are safe.

Fact 2. In a safe assignment, there is at most one meager l-tree for every level l.

In a safe assignment, any assigned node u has at most one tail and there is no meager lv(u)-tree to u’s left. For any
node a, we say that

• a is dangerous to its left if the following is satisfied: a is an assigned node and it is the second tail of some node x. We
also say that a is dangerous to x, otherwise, we say a is safe to its left;

• a is dangerous to its right if the following is satisfied: a is an assigned node and it has an ancestor x such that (i) T (x) is
a meager lv(x)-tree, and (ii) there is an assigned level-lv(x) node y to the right of x. We also say that a is dangerous
to y, otherwise, a is safe to its right.

By considering the definition of safe assignment, we have the following fact:

Fact 3. An assigned node u is safe if and only if any other assigned node is safe (not dangerous) to u.

Now we show that there is at most one safe assignment for any fixed set of node-assignment requests.

Theorem 1. Given a set of node-assignment requests, say S, there is at most one safe assignment that satisfies all requests in S.

Proof. We prove this theorem by contradiction. Suppose there are two different safe assignments A and A′ for satisfying all
requests in S . From left to right, let a and a′ be the first different assigned nodes in A and A′ respectively. That means all
assigned nodes to the left of a in A are same with those assigned nodes to the left of a′ in A′ . Let ra and ra′ be the requests
for assigned nodes a and a′ respectively. Without loss of general, assume that lv(a) < lv(a′), as shown in Fig. 3.

The assigned node x for request ra must be to the right of a′ in A′ , thus, x is a tail node of a′ . Since a′ has at most one
tail node, the level of any assigned node to the right of a′ except x must be no lower than lv(a′). In assignment A, the
level of any assigned node to the right of a is strictly higher than lv(a). Since both A and A′ are dense, there is no free
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level-lv(a) node to the left of a in A and to the left of a′ in A′ . Thus, a is the only assigned node in a meager lv(a′)-tree,
which is to the left of assigned node for request ra′ in A, contradicting the assumption that both A and A′ are safe. �

By Fact 1, if the total demand of a set of node-assignments is more than 2h , there is no legal assignment. In Theorem 2,
we show that if the total demand of a set of node-assignments is no more than 2h , our algorithm can satisfy all requests and
the safe assignment can be maintained in satisfying each request. Therefore, if the total demand of a set of node-assignments
is no more than 2h , the safe assignment is unique.

3. An 8-competitive algorithm

Since there is at most one safe assignment for a set of node-assignment requests, our target is to find the operations
that maintain the safe assignment for each request and the cost is minimized. In this section, we describe a competi-
tive algorithm for maintaining safe assignment. It has two procedures Node-Assignment and Node-Release. We first describe
Node-Assignment. It makes use of the following subroutine: Packing(v, r), where r is a level-l request and v is a free level-l
node.

Procedure Packing(v, r)
1: if A meager l-tree T (x) exists to the left of v then
2: Assign the root x of T (x) to r and swap the single assigned node w in T (x) with the leftmost free node at lv(w),

which will become a tail node.
{By Fact 2, there is exactly one meager l-tree T (x) in this case.}

3: else
4: Assign v to r.
5: end if

The following are the details of Node-Assignment.

Procedure Node-Assignment for serving a level-l request r
Case 1: [no free node at level l] Report “not enough bandwidth”
Case 2: [leftmost free level-l node a exists]

Case 2a: [The assigned node b immediately to the left of a is a tail of some node]
If assigning a will result in a second tail of some node

Let c be the leftmost assigned node with level > {lv(b),lv(a)} [b is a tail of c]
(such node c must exist since there is at least one node which is to the left of b and
with level higher than lv(b) and lv(a))
Swap c with the level-lv(c) common ancestor of a and b

EndIf
Release b from the request rb to which it is currently assigned
Case 2a(i): [lv(a) � lv(b)]

Assign the leftmost free node at level lv(a) to r
Packing(the leftmost free node at level lv(b), rb)

Case 2a(ii): [lv(a) < lv(b)]
Assign the leftmost free node at level lv(b) to rb
Packing(the leftmost free node at level lv(a), r)

Case 2b: [either a is the leftmost node at level lv(a), or the assigned node b immediately
to the left of a is not a tail of any node, and a is safe to its left by Lemma 2]
Packing(a, r)

end Node-Assignment

We now prove that if assignment A is safe, then after calling Node-Assignment to serve a request, the resultant assign-
ment Â is also safe.

Lemma 2. Suppose that assignment A is safe. Let a be the leftmost free node at level lv(a). If the assigned node (not necessarily at
level lv(a)) immediately to the left of a is not a tail, then a is not dangerous to its left.

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that a is dangerous to some node x to its left. Then, lv(x) > lv(a), and x has a tail a′
between x and a. We claim that the tree X = T (anclv(x)(a′)) has exactly one assigned node; otherwise x has more than
one tail and A is not safe.
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Fig. 4. Case 2a(i) when Packing has no swapping.

Since A is safe, a′ must be the leftmost level-lv(a′) node in the tree X . Thus, X has at least one free node at lv(a),
which leads to the contradiction to the facts: (1) a is the leftmost free node at level lv(a), and (2) the assigned node
immediately to the left of a is not a tail. �
Lemma 3. Suppose that the current assignment A is safe. After calling Node-Assignment to serve a level-l request r, the resultant
assignment Â is also safe.

Proof. In Case 1, since Â = A, the resultant assignment Â is safe.
To show the correctness of this lemma, all other cases should be verified. However, these cases can be analyzed by

similar method, this is because

• Some cases are quite similar.
The difference of Case 2a(i) and Case 2a(ii) is the order of assignment of node a and b;

• Some cases can be regarded as a special case of other.
In Case 2b, the assigned node b immediately to the left of a is not a tail of any node, the Packing(a, r) in this case can
be regarded as the last Packing step in Case 2a(ii).

Therefore, we will only consider Case 2a(i) in the following. In this case, Packing(the leftmost free node at level lv(b), rb)
has not done any swapping, otherwise, there must exist an assigned node, which is dangerous to b in assignment A. In this
case, the assigned node b immediately to a’s left is a tail of some node c. Fig. 4(a) shows the positions of these nodes. If
the assignment of node a will not result a second tail of some assigned node c, node c will be ignored in the procedure.
Otherwise, b is the first tail while a is the second tail of c. Since a is the leftmost free level-� node, a and b must lie in the
same subtree rooted on c′ such that lv(c′) = lv(c), as shown in Fig. 4(a).

According to Procedure Node-Assignment, and using the fact that A is dense, the new assignment Â is shown in Fig. 4b.
We say that Â is dense because of the following:

• Since c and c′ are not free in both A and Â, and we have not changed other nodes at lv(c). Together with the fact that
lv(c) is dense in A, we conclude that lv(c) is dense in Â.

• Since c is safe in A, it has at most one tail and thus there is no assigned level-lv(b) node to the right of b or between
c and c′ . Hence, b′ is the last assigned level-lv(b) node in Â. Since b is assigned in A and A is dense, there is no free
node at level lv(b) preceding b in A and thus, there is no free node preceding b′ in Â (as b′ is to the left of b). It
follows that level-lv(b) is dense in Â.

• Since a is the leftmost free level-lv(a) node in A, and a′ is to the left of a, we conclude that there is no free node at
level lv(a) preceding a′ in Â. Together with the fact that a′ is the last assigned node at level-lv(a) (because c is safe
in A), we have that lv(a) is dense in Â.

• For other levels, we claim that no free node appears to the left of an assigned node. From the procedure, only when
some higher level node, say d, swapped to the right, a free node at lower level, say l′ , will appear. If there is an assigned
level-l′ node x to the right, this node must be a tail node of d. According to the algorithm, there is only one case for
higher level assigned node swapped to the right, i.e., d = c, which has been proved to be dense. Therefore, all other
levels are dense in Â.

We now verify that every assigned node in Â is safe. Let O be the set of assigned nodes in Â that are not a′,b′ and c′ .
The assigned nodes in O are also assigned nodes in A.

• We first prove that in Â, the newly assigned nodes a′,b′ and c′ are not dangerous to any node in O .
According to the algorithm, we have the following two observations:
(i) In Â, every node in O that is to the right of c has level no smaller than lv(c); otherwise c is not safe in A.

(ii) By the choice of c, there is no assigned node to the left of c (in both A and Â) with level greater than lv(a) =
lv(a′) � lv(b) = lv(b′).

For any level l > lv(a′), X = T (ancl(a′)) has at least two assigned descendants in Â, namely a′ and b′; hence X is not
a meager tree. Together with (i), we conclude that a′ and b′ are not dangerous to their right. By (ii), we conclude that
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a′ is not dangerous to their left. For b′ , since b is not a second tail in A, b′ is not a second tail in A′ too, thus, b′ is not
dangerous to the left. For c′ , if c′ is dangerous to its right (left) in Â, then b would be dangerous to its right (left) in A.
Since A is safe, c′ is not dangerous to its left nor right.

• We then prove that in Â, any node in O is not dangerous to other node in O .
If there is a node x which is dangerous to its right node y such that x, y ∈ O , then in Â, the subtree rooted at
anclv(y)(x) is a meager lv(y)-tree to the left of y. Since the positions of x and y in Â are same to the positions in A,
recall that A is safe, there must exist another assigned node in the subtree rooted at anclv(y)(x) in A. The difference
of A and Â is on the nodes a, b and c, however, the movements of these nodes do not satisfy the above condition.
Contradiction! Thus, in Â, no node in O is dangerous to its right w.r.t. any other node in O .
If there is a node x which is dangerous to its left node y such that x, y ∈ O , then in Â, x is the second tail of y. From A
to Â, the positions of x and y do not change. Since A is safe, we have the following observations on the assignment A:
(1) x is the only tail node of y, (2) x is located at the leftmost level-lv(x) node in the subtree rooted at anclv(y)(x),
and (3) the level of any assigned node in between y and x is no less than lv(y). Thus, from A to Â, there is an assigned
node between y and x which is swapped out and a lower level node swapped in. Again, the difference of A and Â is
on the nodes a, b and c, and the movements of these nodes do not satisfy the above condition. Contradiction! Thus, in
Â, no node in O is dangerous to its left w.r.t. any other node in O .

According to Fact 3, any node in O is safe in the assignment Â.
We now show that the remaining three assigned nodes a′,b′ and c′ are also safe. Note that a′,b′, c′ do not have more

than one tail node because of (i). There is no meager lv(a′)-tree to the left of a′ in Â, otherwise, if lv(a′) > lv(b′), A is
not safe since level lv(b) is not dense; and if lv(a′) = lv(b′), A is not safe since there is a meager lv(b)-tree to the left
of b in A. There is no meager lv(b′)-tree to the left of b′ in Â because there is no such tree to the left of b in A. There
is no meager lv(c′)-tree to the left of c′ in Â because of (1) in Â, every node in O that is to the right of c has level no
smaller than lv(c); (2) there is no meager lv(c)-tree to the left of c in A; and (3) a and b are in the same subtree rooted
at level l > lv(a′).

Combining the above analysis, Â is dense and all its assigned nodes are safe, thus, this lemma is true. �
The release operation, listed in the following, can be regarded as the reverse of the assignment operation.

Procedure Node-Release for a level i node a
If a is not the rightmost assigned node at level i

Swap the rightmost assigned node to a at level i (1 cost)
End If
If there exists a tail node c to the right of a and with level i′ < i

Swap c to the leftmost free node at level lv(c) (1 cost)
(The reverse of Packing in Case 2 of Procedure Node-Assignment)
End If
If there exists a meager l-tree to the left of level-l assigned node
(There is at most one such meager l-tree by the swap of tail node c. From the structure of safe assignment, l > i)

Swap the meager l-tree and the rightmost assigned node at level l (2 costs)
(The reverse of Case 2a of Procedure Node-Assignment without Packing)
End If

Lemma 4. Suppose that the current assignment Â is safe. After calling Node-Release for a level-l node a, the resultant assignment A is
also safe.

Proof. From Theorem 1, the safe assignment for a set of node-assignment requests is unique. A safe assignment A and
an assignment request r uniquely determine a resultant safe assignment Â. We can also say that a safe assignment A is
deterministically decided by a safe assignment Â and a release request r. �
Theorem 2. Node-Assignment and Node-Release can correctly solve the tree node assignment problem.

Proof. Since Node-Release is the reverse of Node-Assignment, we may only analyze the algorithm Node-Assignment.
We claim that Node-Assignment can satisfy any assignment request if the total capacity is not larger than the capacity

of the whole tree, i.e., the summation of the assigned capacity C and the requested capacity c is no more than 2h , where h
is the height of the tree. If Node-Assignment cannot satisfy a level i request r in a safe assignment A, since A is dense and
no free node at level i, from Lemma 1, the total free capacity fc(σ ) < 2i .
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Fig. 5. Worst-case example for competitive ratio of 8.

Now we show that any situation is considered in Node-Assignment. If the total free capacity is large enough for the
assignment request, From Lemma 2, if Case 2a of Node-Assignment does not hold, then the assertion in Case 2b must be
executed. �
Theorem 3. Our algorithm is 8-competitive for the tree node assignment problem and this bound is tight for our algorithm.

Proof. From the Procedures Node-Assignment and Node-Release, it can be verified that each request and release operation
uses at most four assignments/swaps, each Packing operation takes at most one assignment and one swap. For a given
sequence of node assignments/releases comprising a mix of m1 node assignments and m2 node releases, the total cost of
the algorithm is at most 4m1 + 4m2. Since m1 � m2 and m1 gives a lower bound on total cost, the competitive ratio of our
algorithm is at most 8.

In the following, we give a node request sequence on a safe configuration to show that the competitive ratio of 8 is
the best bound for our algorithm. Specifically, in this example, we will show that each node assignment/release costs 4
assignments/swaps while the optimal cost for each node assignment is 1 and for each node release is 0.

There are two safe configurations shown in Fig. 5, which are related in the following way: a node assignment at level 1
would make the safe configuration in Fig. 5(a) change to the one in Fig. 5(b); and alternatively, a node release at level 1
would make the safe configuration in Fig. 5(b) change back to Fig. 5(a). Consider a sequence σ of node assignment/release
requests on the configuration shown in Fig. 5(a). σ = {c1, c2, . . . , ck, . . .} where c2i−1 is a node assignment at level 1 and
c2i is a node release for earlier assigned node at level 1. According to the algorithm, each node assignment/release would
require 4 assignments/swaps, while the cost of each node assignment and release of the optimal offline algorithm is one
and zero, respectively. Thus, we can conclude that 8 is a tight bound for the competitive ratio of the algorithm. �
4. An improved 6-competitive algorithm

This section introduces a lazy-release technique, which allows us to improve our 8-competitive algorithm to a
6-competitive algorithm. The major change is the following: When an assigned node is released, the released node is
marked as a full hole and no node is swapped to keep the assignment safe; the full holes will be assigned by the procedure
Compact when needed. The handling of node assignment is similar to Node-Assignment in previous section, thus it takes
4 costs per request. By implementing lazy-release, the cost for each node release request is 0. The cost of Compact is not a
constant. However, it is surprising that the cost of Compact can be covered by associating two credits to each node release
request. Therefore, a 6-competitive algorithm can be obtained.

When serving a node assignment request, or implementing the procedure Compact, we may need to swap an assigned
node v with a free node (full hole). In such case, the newly freed node v will be marked as a half hole. If a free node u has
two descendants which are labeled with half hole or full hole, in the processing of the procedure Compact, these two holes
at lower levels will disappear and node u will be marked as full hole. In the later part, we use hole to present both full hole
and half hole in the case of no confusion.

We say that a legal assignment is virtually safe if (i) after treating all full holes and half holes as assigned nodes, the
resultant assignment is safe, and (ii) each half hole is to the right of all assigned nodes at the same level. Obviously, a safe
assignment is also virtually safe.

For any node u, let TuL be the portion of T that comprises of the subtree rooted at u, all u’s ancestors and their left
subtrees that do not contain u. Let TuR be the part of T formed by the nodes not in TuL . Fig. 1 gives an example of TdL and
TdR . We extend our definition of fc such that fc(TuL) is the set of free leaves in TuL . For any level i, we define

freei = max
u

{
fc(TuL)

∣∣ TuL does not contain any assigned node or hole whose level is higher than i
}

where u can be any node in the tree. For convenience, we may let the range of u to be all leaves.
With the help of freei , when we do the compact(i) in New-Node-Assignment, the operations only affect the assigned

nodes from level 0 < k < i to i such that the resultant configuration from level k to level i is sorted-and-compact except
at most one tail node in level k. Moreover, since we have no need to swap assigned nodes and consider tail nodes in
levels lower than k, the costs will be saved. For the assignment shown in Fig. 6, we have free0 = 2, free1 = free2 = 7,
free3 = fc(σ ) = 11.
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Fig. 6. An example for freei .

Now we give the modified algorithm by implementing lazy-release. As described before, when a node is released, we do
nothing but just label this node as a “full hole”. When a node assignment request on level i comes, we first try to satisfy
this request by a hole in level i. If there is no level-i hole in the assignment, we regard each hole as assigned node, then
apply Node-Assignment. If the above two steps cannot satisfy the request, we will try to use the hole at level higher than i.
If there is no hole at higher level and the total free capacity is large enough to satisfy the request, i.e., freei � 2i , we do the
procedure Compact to free up a node at level i. The algorithm is formally described as follows.

Procedure New-Node-Assignment
for serving a level-i request r in a virtually safe assignment A

1. [level-i hole exists in A:] assign the leftmost hole to r and return.
2. [no level-i hole in A:] Regard all holes in A as assigned nodes, then perform Node-Assignment to satisfy r. If Node-

Assignment successfully assigns a node v to r, return.
3. [no level-i free node in A, but level- j hole, j > i, exists in A:] Let w be the leftmost hole at level j > i. Let x be the

leftmost assigned node at level j. If x is to the left of w , swap x and w , which makes x a free node. Let z be the current
leftmost free node at level j, i.e., either x or w . Mark z’s left child y as a full hole, and perform Packing(the leftmost free
node at level i to the right of y, r). Then return.

4. [no level-i free node in A, no level- j hole, j > i, in A:] If freei � 2i , perform Compact(i) and assign the leftmost free
node at level i to r. Then return.

5. [Otherwise, no free node at level i and freei < 2i ] Report “not enough bandwidth”.

end New-Node-Assignment

We now give details of Compact(i). It will invoke the procedure Fillfree(l), which simply repeatedly swaps the rightmost
assigned node to the leftmost free node (full hole), which must be to the left of the rightmost assigned node, at level l
until the assigned nodes at level l are dense. Compact(i) is supposed to compact the assigned nodes at levels lower than
i so as to free up a level-i node. On the other hand, we would like to get rid of as many tail nodes as possible. Note that
Compact(i) is called when freei � 2i .

Procedure Compact(i)
1: Find the highest tail node c (of some assigned node or hole) at level k � i such that freek < 2k , if no such c exists, set

k = −1.
{We claim that k < i; otherwise, there is a tail node at level i, which means level i contains a free node and the
procedure would be terminated in Step 2.}

2: Release c (if exists)
3: for l = k + 1 to i − 1 do
4: Fillfree(l)
5: end for
6: if k � 0 and the tail node c exists then
7: if the leftmost free node at lv(c) is in an empty subtree rooted at a level i node u then
8: Assign c to the leftmost free level-lv(c) node in the subtree rooted at the right-son of u. The left-son of u will be

regarded as a hole.
9: else
10: Assign c to the leftmost free node at lv(c).
11: end if

12: end if
end Compact

To have a better understanding of the procedure Compact, we may consider the example as shown in Fig. 7. Our target is
to serve a level-4 request, however, there is no free node at level 4. Since free4 > 24, the procedure Compact will be invoked
to free up a level 4 node. The left part is the assignment before Compact, level 0 and level 2 both contain a tail node, we
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Fig. 7. An example of the procedure Compact.

set k = 2. There are two full holes at level 3. After Compact, the assignment is changed as shown in the right part. There
are two node swaps at level 3 and level 4, thus, two half holes appear, and the common ancestor at level 4 of these two
half holes will be regarded as a full hole.

Consider any consecutive levels i, i + 1, . . . , j. We say that these levels are sorted and compact if for each level l ∈ [i, j],
the assigned nodes at level l are consecutive and to the left of any assigned node at higher levels, say level no lower than
l + 1, and there is no free level-l node which is to the left of some assigned level-l node. The following lemma shows some
properties about the configuration after Procedure New-Node-Assignment has called Procedure Compact(i).

Lemma 5. Suppose the configuration before Compact(i) is virtually safe, then after Compact(i) is called, the assigned nodes at levels
from k + 1 to i − 1 are sorted and compact, and there is at most one tail node at level k and at least one free node at level i.

Proof. In performing Compact(i), the tail c at level k (if exists) is released first, then we call Fillfree from level k + 1 to level
i − 1. In the case where k is set to −1, the procedure Fillfree starts from level 0.

Firstly, consider level k + 1, we will prove that after Fillfree(k + 1), level k + 1 is compact, i.e., the assigned nodes at level
k + 1 are consecutive.

• If there was no tail node at level k + 1, then all level-(k + 1) assigned nodes will finally be swapped to be consecutive.
Otherwise, suppose there is a level- j assigned node between two level-(k + 1) assigned nodes, then j must be smaller
than k + 1. This level- j node must exist between two level-(k + 1) assigned nodes or holes in the previous assignment,
but this will lead to the conclusion that it would be dangerous to either its left if there was more than one such level- j
node or its right if there was only one such level- j node.

• If there was a tail node x at level k + 1 (according to A), then there must be a hole at level k + 1 in A. Otherwise,
from the definition of freei , we have freek+1 < 2k+1 since freek < 2k , contradicting the selection of level k. Thus, we can
always move the tail node to join the preceding nodes. Then, similar to the above argument in case of no tail node, we
can claim that in the final assignment, the assigned nodes at level k + 1 are consecutive.

We can repeat exactly the same argument to show that after Fillfree(k+2), Fillfree(k+3), . . . , Fillfree(i −1), all these levels
become compact, and since we move nodes at lower levels first, they are also sorted. The tail node c must be immediately
to the right of an assigned node (or a hole) at level in between k + 1 and i, otherwise, there exists a free node at level i
and New-Node-Assignment will be terminated at Step 2. After Compact(i), c must be assigned immediately to the right of
some assigned node at level in between k + 1 and i. Now, we apply the argument to i, and then we conclude that after
Compact(i), there must exist a free node at level i. Otherwise, since freek < 2k and level k + 1 to level i − 1 are sorted and
compact after Compact(i), the total free capacity fc(TuL) such that fc(TuL) = freei is no more than

∑i−1
j=k 2 j < 2i . Note that

Compact(i) does not affect the value of freei , thus, no free node at level i after Compact(i) contradicts with freei > 2i . �
Theorem 4. After calling New-Node-Assignment to serve a request in a virtually safe assignment, the resultant configuration is virtually
safe.

Proof. If we do the assignment by Step 1 or 2 in New-Node-Assignment, condition (i) obviously holds. In Step 1, condition
(ii) also holds. In Step 2, we claim that condition (ii) holds, too, since we never swap a hole with a left assigned node at
the same level.

If the update is from Step 3, it is straightforward to verify that after the update, in the resultant assignment, every node
is virtually safe, i.e., by assuming all the holes as assigned nodes, they are safe. It is easy to check that condition (ii) holds
after the update.

For Step 4, after Compact(i), all the levels from k +1 to i −1 are dense. Furthermore, all the assigned nodes from k +1 to
i − 1 are sorted and compact (Lemma 5). The assigned nodes/holes at levels lower than k and higher than i are kept intact.
For every level k + 1 � � � i − 1, there is at most one free node, whose sibling is assigned or not free by the assigned node
at lower level. We now claim that this kind of free node is not dangerous to the right. Otherwise, before Compact(i), the
subtree containing this node was also dangerous to the right, since Compact(i) only moves the assigned nodes to the left
and keeps half holes to the right (half holes may be moved to upper levels and changed into full holes without violating
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virtually-safe property). Before assigning the tail node c, every level in the assignment is virtually safe. Since c is assigned
between the assigned nodes at levels k + 1 � � � i, after assigning c, every level in the assignment is also virtually safe.
Then assign r the leftmost free node at level i. This leads to a virtually safe assignment, since the validity condition (ii) can
be verified. �

In performing Compact, the number of swaps in each Fillfree operation is not fixed. We may have to associate some
credits with each hole upon any node release to cover these swaps. Thus, the cost of each swap of an assigned node to a
free node on the left (which must be a full hole, otherwise, the previous assignment is not virtually safe) can be covered
by the associated credits of the holes. Intuitively, suppose there are k holes at level i. After k swaps, the assigned nodes at
level i are compact, but at most k/2 new free nodes (holes) may appear at level i + 1. If we associate 2 credits with the full
hole and there is a swap later, these 2 credits could cover the cost of the swap plus half of the two credits (i.e. one credit)
required by the free node at higher level half-created by this swap. After Compact , there is at most one full/half hole at
each affected level, whose sibling is not free.

Now we give the correctness proof of New-Node-Assignment, i.e., the bandwidth is fully utilized by this algorithm.

Lemma 6 (Correctness). Given a virtually safe assignment, a level-i node request can be satisfied by New-Node-Assignment if and only
if the total free capacity (i.e. the total capacity of all free leaf nodes) is not less than 2i .

Proof. [Only If] If the strategy can satisfy the level-i assignment, obviously, the total free capacity is not less than 2i .
[If] Suppose the strategy cannot satisfy a level i assignment, i.e., there is no free level-i node (Steps 1, 2, and 3 cannot

be invoked) and freei < 2i (Step 4 cannot be invoked). Since no level-i free node exists, there is no free node with level > i.
Consider any assigned node u with level higher than i, we claim that u has no tail node, otherwise, a free node at level i
exists. Combine the above two statements and the virtually safe property, we have freei = freei+1 = · · · = fc(σ ). From the
assumption that freei is strictly less than 2i , the total free capacity in the whole node tree is strictly less than 2i . �

In a standard way of amortized analysis, we charge for every assignment/swap 1 credit. In the following lemma, we
show that by associating 4 and 2 credits to the assignment request and release request respectively, the number of swaps
in the procedure Compact can be covered by these credits.

Lemma 7. If each node assignment and release is associated with 4 and 2 credits respectively, then the full holes and half holes will
have at least 2 and 1 credits respectively, and the number of swaps of Compact can be covered by the credits associated with the holes
plus at most three more credits.

Proof. We prove this lemma by induction on the level number i. The base step is Compact(1), since for level 0, if there is
enough capacity ( fσ � 20), the level-0 request can be always satisfied in Step 1 or Step 2 in New-Node-Assignment. In the
base step, there is no hole at level 1, each full hole at level 0 must be from a release and thus has 2 credits; and each half
hole must be from a swap of an assigned node and a full hole and thus has 1 credit. Compact(1) might require at most 3
credits to handle the tail node – 2 for node release (credits associated with a hole) and 1 for node assignment. The swaps
in the Fillfree operation at level 0 can be covered by the credits associated with the holes. Thus, this lemma is true for i = 1.
Note that two swaps at level 0 may lead to two half holes, which may form a full hole with 2 credits at level 1.

Suppose this lemma is true for levels lower than i, i.e., each full hole, which comes from a node release or from the
combination of two lower level holes, has 2 credits and each half hole, which is from a swap of a former full hole or from
the movement of a lower level half hole, has 1 credit. Now we analyze the potential of holes at level i.

If a full hole at level i comes from a node release, it obviously has 2 credits. If a full hole at level i is formed from two
lower level holes, from the induction hypothesis, this level i full hole can be regarded as having 2 credits. The proof that a
half hole at level i has 1 credit is similar.

In Compact(i), the swap in the Fillfree operation can be covered by the credits associated with the holes. If there exists a
tail node in the lowest affected level k, as in the base case, 3 more credits, two for a node release (credits associated with
a hole) and one for the node assignment, are needed. �
Theorem 5. Lazy-release is a 6-competitive algorithm for the tree node assignment problem.

Proof. Now assume each node assignment and release are associated with 4 and 2 credits respectively. From the description
of the first four steps of New-Node-Assignment, we claim that each step can be covered by 4 credits. Step 1 takes one credit
and the Node-Assignment in Step 2 takes 4 credits. In Step 3, the total cost is at most 1 (swap of x) + 2 (credits of full hole
on y) + 2 (Packing) − 1 (credit of hole on w) = 4. Since the Compact in Step 4 can be covered by the credits associated
with holes plus at most three extra credits (Lemma 7), with one extra credit needed for the node assignment, 4 credits
would be sufficient.

Similar to Theorem 3, for a given sequence of m1 node assignments and m2 node releases, the total cost of the algorithm
is at most 4m1 + 2m2. Since m1 � m2 and m1 is a lower bound for the optimal number of node assignments and swaps, the
competitive ratio of our lazy-release algorithm is 6. �
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